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SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

BACKGROUND: The history of the discovery and subsequent exploration and

restoration of the ruins of Copan has been recounted in detail by numerous

writers and need not be repeated here. The list of those who have provided

data on the architecture at Copan is considerably shorter, however, and

includes Maudslay (1889-1902), Gordon (1896), Trik (1939), Proskouriakoff

(1946), Stromsvik (1952), Pollock (1965), Robicsek (1972), and Hohmann and

Vogrin (1982). The study by Hohmann and Vogrin is by far the most detailed as

far as architecture is concerned. I have visited the site on several occasions,

starting in 1964, and my architectural data was recorded during short visits in

1974 and 1978. These data should be considered as preliminary, and are

provided as a supplement to the data already recorded by the individuals noted

above. Archaeological projects have continued unabated at Copan since my last

visit to the site but I have not yet seen the reports from the latest

excavations.

SITUATION: The site is situated in the Copan Valley in Honduras, adjacent to

the Copan River. The Copan Valley lies within hilly terrain and is divided into

a number of natural "pockets" separated from each other by narrow passages

where the hills close in on the river. The Copan pocket measures about 12.5

km. long (east-west) and from 2 to 4 km. wide (north-south). The Copan pocket

is further subdivided into western section, about 7 km. long, and an eastern

section, about 5.5 km. long. The Main Center of the ruins of Copan is located

in the larger western sector. Just west of the central portion of the site, and

on the west side of a small creek, is the modern village of Copan. While Copan

can be reached by car from within Honduras, or from neighboring Guatemala via

a very poor (in 1978) dirt road, it is most easily reached by small planes as

there is an airstrip just west of the Main Group.

TOPOGRAPHY: The valley formed by the Copan River at the point where the

ruins are situated is about one and one-half miles in width, with ranges of hills

to the north, south and west. The central portion of the site is relatively flat,

with a gentle slope towards the river, and the great Acropolis, which dominates

the central area, is largely an artificial construction, built up above the level

of the valley over many years.



WATER SUH*LY: The Copan river, together with the smaller creek just west of

the Main Center, provided the ancient inhabitants with an adequate supply of

water on a year-round basis.

MAPS: Numerous sketch maps have been made of the central portion of the site

starting with John Lloyd Stephens (1841), with more accurate and detailed maps

produced by Maudslay, Gordon, Morley, and fairly recently, Hohmann and Vogrin.

Other maps are based on settlement studies of the suburban areas and

hinterlands (fig. ) and details of older maps are continuously filled in or

modified on the basis of current research projects. Maps included in present

report are based on, or are copies of, the earlier Peabody and CIW maps.

SIZE: The Main Center covers an area of about meters north-south and

meters east-west but the site actually covers a considerably larger portion of

the valley floor surrounding the Main Center, and some structures can be found

on the surrounding hillsides. While the site is known to cover several square

kilometers, its precise boundaries have yet to be defined.

CIVIC PLAN: In an earlier publication (Andrews, 1975), I suggested that there

are two major parts to the main center; the Great Plaza and the Acropolis Group.

These two zones are subdivided into smaller groupings, organized around five

smaller plazas or courtyards. Beyond these two major areas are several

subordinate groups of structures which are peripheral to the basic, geometric

scheme which revolves around the Acropolis mound. The structures in the

suburban zones appear to be rather scattered, compared to the pristine order of

the Main Center, and this condition is probably the result of taking advantage

of the higher points of land for building sites, to avoid any possibility of

flooding from the river. Wiley and Leventhal (1979) examined a 1.25 square

kilometer section of greater Copan, lying immediately east of the Main Center.

They located eighty-three structure units (mound groups) within their study

area which consisted of four basic site types, based on size and complexity.

Testing of some of these site types suggested that the majority were

residential complexes, as would be expected, since the Main Center contains

mostly temple or other ceremonial type structures. See Hohmann and Vogrin

(1982) for a more detailed discussion of the organization of the Main Center.



COMMENTS: Anyone who has ever visited Copan is likely to come away with the

feeling that the architecture, in the form of vaulted masonry buildings, is

subordinate to the more powerful space defining elements such as monumental

stairways, terraces, stepped platforms and pyramids, which provide a kind of

neutral background for the numerous stelae, altars, and other sculptured

monuments for which Copan is justly famous.
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Copan and the neighboring Mayan centers, probably her colonies (After Morley)

Map of the Copan Valley in the vicinity of the Main Group. (Dark blocks represents structures built by
the Mayas still in position, lined blocks mark the position of structures now removed, numbers indicate

stelae standing outside of the Main Group, dotted lines represent modern buildings. After Nunez Chin

chilla, modified.)
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Fie. iMAP OF THE MAIN GROUP AT COPAN

(after Stromsvik)
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COPAN, radially symmetrical pyramid in Main Plaza.

COPAN, radially symmetrical pyramid in Main Plaza.
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Copan, Main Plaza, a) looking southeast toward ballcourt. b) Stelae and altars
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COPAN, retaining wall on east side of Acropolis
COPAN, Stela H -

rear view.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/2/1978

SIRDCTDRE: BALLCOURT (Structures 9 and 10)

The sole ballcourt at Copan, also known as Structures 9 and 10, runs northward

from the northeast corner of the Court of the Hieroglyphic Stairway (see map).

It consists of an 1-shaped playing alley, with sloping benches on both sides,

above which are superstructures in the form of vaulted masonry buildings. An

additional L-shaped platform extends northward from the end of the east

ballcourt structure and the north end of the court is closed off by a slightly

higher platform which forms the leg of the L. Stella 2 is found on the latter

platform and Stela 1 can be seen in a niche on the west side of the west

structure of the ballcourt (see plan below).

The ballcourt in its present form is the last of three superimposed courts and

is officially known as Ballcourt m.



COPAN, Ballcourt as seen from Temple 11.
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COPAN, view of Ballcourt from top of Structure 1 1.
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COPAN, middle marker from Ballcourt



SITE: COPAN DATE: 3/31/1978

STRUCTURE: 9 (West Building, Ballcourt)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The superstructure of Structure 9, or West Building of

Ballcourt, has six rooms: two long, narrow rooms running north-south, with pairs

of rooms, one behind the other, at the north and south ends. A vaulted

passageway running east-west connects the long rooms on the east and west

sides. This plan differs considerably from plan of the East Building (Structure

10) where there are corridor-like rooms at the two ends instead of the pairs of

rooms seen in Structure 9. TTie east room overlooks the playing alley of the

ballcourt while the west room overlooks the southern part of the main plaza.

Building rests directly on the uppermost platform of the ballcourt structure,

which projects out some distance beyond walls of building (see plan).

ORIENTATION: Main axis of building runs north-south.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING: No base molding; building stands directly on top of upper

platform of ballcourt structure.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: About 1.66 m., top of platform to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with 9 courses of well-cut, rectangular blocks, set in

even courses.

Thickness: Exterior walls 1.16 m. to 1.24 m. thick.

Decoration: None; all walls plain.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Vertical. Faced with small blocks, same as those seen in adjacent walls.

Lintels: Original wooden lintels fallen. Replacement lintels are concrete.

"MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding formed with two courses of stones.



Size: About .36 m. high.

Projection: About .075 m. at bottom.

Decoration: None.

Other: Moldings break up over doorways as in East Building of Ballcourt.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: No data.

Stonework: Same as in lower walls.

Decoration: None in place, but sculptured stones found in debris indicate that

upper facade carried masks over doorways, and at corners, as seen in East

Building.

CORNICE: Fallen, but assume single-member, rectangular molding, similar to

medial molding.

ROOF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Southeast regional style.

COMMENTS: Like its counterpart on east side, this building was excavated and

partly reconstructed by archaeologists from Carnegie Institution of Washington

during 1937-41. The building, and its substructure, are part of the third

construction phase of ballcourt, officially known as Ballcourt 111, which

overlays Ballcourts 1 and 11. While slightly less well preserved than the East

Building of the ballcourt, all indications from materials recovered in debris

indicate that it carried broken medial moldings over all exterior doorways, with

masked wall above, as postulated for East Building according to Stromsvik

(1952:189). Suggested construction dates run from 9.12.0.0.0. to 9.17.4.0.0.

with earlier date being preferable.
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SITE: COPAN DATE: 3/31/1978

STRUCTURE: 9 (West Building, Ballcourt)

DCIERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (West room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 13.77 m.

Width: 1.20 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.70 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: West wall 1.16 m. thick at doorjambs.

Stonework: Walls faced with 9 courses of rectangular blocks, set in even

courses.

Doorways: Exterior doorways 2.42 m. to 2.55 m. wide. Original wooden lintels

fallen.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: Large opening centered in rear wall, leads to passageway running

to east room.

Platforms: None.

Other: Only lower portion of vault still in place.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About ..10 m.

Height: Uncertain, upper portion fallen.

Form: Vault faces have stepped sides. Lower three steps formed with two

courses of stones. Those above, only one course high.

Stonework: Vault faced with long rectanguilar slabs with vertical faces.

Courses are even and lower three steps of vault about .36 m. high.

Capstones: No data, fallen.

Crossbeams: No data.

Other: Upper portion of vaults fallen and not reconstructed.

OBSERVATIONS: I do not know if seeming lack of cordholders and wooden

crossbeams is due to errors in reconstruction of if this, and other rooms,

actually lacked these elements.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 3/31/1978

STRUCTURE: 9 (West Building, Ballcourt)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Exterior room, south end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.34 m.

Width: 1.74 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.69 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: Exterior wall 1.16 m. thick at doorjamb. Dividing wall to rear room

1.17 m. thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with well-cut rectangular blocks, set in even courses.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.41 m. wide. Doorway in dividing wall to room 3

only 1.64 m. wide.

Cordholders: No data.

Platforms:; None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .07 m.

Height: Uncertain, upper portion of vault collapsed.

Form: Vault has stepped sides. Lower three steps about .35 m. high. Those

above about .20 m. high.

Stonework: Vault faced with rectangular slabs with vertical faces.

Capstones: Capstone span about .25 m.

Crossbeams: No data.

OBSERVATIONS: As noted for Room 1, lack of cordholders adjacent to doorways

and lack of crossbeams in vaults may well be due to omissions during

reconstruction rather than actual lack of these features.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 3/31/1978

STRUCTURE: 9 (West Building, Ballcourt)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3 (Interior room, south end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.29 m.

Width: 1.67 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.66 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to exterior room 1.18 m. thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with 9 courses of well-cut rectangular blocks, set in

even courses.

Doorways: Doorway to front room 1.64 m. wide. Original wooden lintels fallen.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: None.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .07 m.

Height: Uncertain, upper portion fallen. Lowest step of vault .37 m. high, next

two steps above .35 m. high.

Form: Vault has stepped sides as in other rooms.

Stonework: Vault faced with long rectangular slabs with vertical faces.

Capstones: Capstones fallen.

Crossbeams: No data.

Other: Upper portion of vault fallen.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 3/31/1978

INTERIOR DETAIIS: Details of Rooms 4, 5, and 6 nearly identical to those seen

in Rooms 1, 2, and 3. Dimensions are given below:

ROOM 4

Length: 13.99 m.

Width: 1.24 m.

ROOM 5

Length: 5.80 m.

Width: 1.71 m.

ROOM 6

Length: 4.28 m.

Width: 1.71 m.

CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY

Length: 6.60 m.

Width: 1.65 m.
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Structure 9 (west

Building of Ballcourt)
G.F. Andrews, 1978
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COPAN, Stela 1, West Building, Ballcourt
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COPAN, East Building of Ballcourt from West Building
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SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/2/1978

STRUCTURE: 10 - East Superstructure, Ballcourt

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Four room building with unusual floor plan. Long,

narrow rooms on east and west sides connected by vaulted passageway at

center. Narrow, dead-end rooms at north and south ends with vaults parallel to

vaults of main rooms on east and west sides. Rooms at south end and

southernmost doorway on west side have "broken" medial moldings above, a

detail which was probably repeated above all other doorways. Building proper

stands directly on top of upper platform of eastern portion of ballcourt

structure.

ORIENTATION: Main axis runs north-south.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

RASE MOLDING: No base molding. Building rests directly on upper platform of

ballcourt structure.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.74 m., top of platform to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Wall faced with 9 courses of moderately well-cut, rectangular blocks,

set in even courses.

Thickness: West wall 1.16 m. thick at doorjambs. East wall 1.24 m. thick at

jambs.

Decoration: None, walls are plain.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with rectangular blocks, same as those used in wall facings.

Lintels: Original wooden lintels fallen. Replaced with concrete lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .37 m. high.



Projection: About .05 m. at bottom.

Decoration: None.

Other: Molding breaks up over doorways to south room, west side, and south end

room, and I assume same detail was repeated over all exterior doorways.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: 1.0 m., top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Stonework: Wall faced with 8 courses of square to rectangular blocks,

moderately well-cut, set in even courses.

Decoration: According to Stromsvik (1952: 189): "Over each doorway facing the

court and at the ends was an elaborate, sculptured panel centered around a

projecting, very naturalistic, parrot head and claws. The upper corners of the

building carried elaboratae serpent masks into which sculptured water spouts

fitted, pointing north and south". This description based entirely on sculptural

elements found in debris as none of these sculptures is in place.

Other: Most of upper wall zone now fallen but remaining portions are plain.

CORNICE:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .36 m. high.

Projection: About .04 m. at bottom.

Decoration: None.

ROOF STRUCTURE: No roof structure of any kind.

ARCHITECTURAL STYIE: Southeast Regional (Copan) style.

COMMENTS: East structure of ballcourt was shown as Mound 9 by Maudslay

(1889-1902) who did not recognize it as part of ballcourt. Both Mounds 9 and

10 excavated during 1937-41 by archaeologists from CIW, who uncovered 1-

shaped playing alley, adjacent structures with sloping benches, and east and

west superstructures. The eastern building, Structure 9 (and its counterpart,

Structure 10) was partly reconstructed on the basis of those elements still in

situ. The reconstruction struck me as "overly precise" given the general lack

of precision seen in Maya buildings in other regions. See Stromsvik (1952) for

further details on excavation and restoration of this building.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/2/1978

to

STRUCTURE: 8 (East Building of Ballcourt)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (West room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 14.54 m.

Width: 1.23 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.74 m., top of platform to springline.

Tnickness: West wall 1.16 m. thick at doorjambs.

Stonework: Walls faced with well-cut rectangular blocks set in even courses.

Doorways: Doorways in west wall (3) about 2.41 m. wide. Original wooden

lintels fallen and replaced with new concrete lintels.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data. As reconstructed, inner faces of walls near doorjambs

show no cordholders but this may be omission, rather than real lack of these

devices.

Wall Openings: Small vent-type holes in west wall which may not be original.

Platforms: None.

Other: Room is very narrow, even by Copan standards. Note passageway near

center of rear wall which runs to room on east side.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .10 m.

Height: 2.08 m., springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault has stepped sides. Lower three steps each formed with two courses

of stones while upper 6 steps made with single course of stones.

Stonework: Vaults faced with long slabs with vertical faces. Steps of vault

created by cantilevering upper slabs beyond those below.

Capstones: Capstone span about .25 m. No molding below capstones.

Crossbeams: None noted, and I believe there were none.

Other: Vault mostly reconstruction and some details missing.



OBSERVATIONS: True corbelled vaults of the kind seen here are normally "early"

in other regions while this building is assumed to have construction date not

earlier than 9.11.0.0.0.
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SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/2/1978

i ,1

STRUCTURE: 9 (East building of Ballcourtk)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (South end room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.80 m.

Width: 1.53 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.74 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: No data.

Stonework: Walls faced with moderately well-cut rectangular blocks, set in even

courses.

Doorways: Single doorway at south end is 1.53 m. wide, same as width of room.

Bottom of lintel is even with bottom of medial molding.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: Uncertain.

Platforms: None.

Other: Room is more like dead-end passageway, as vault runs length of room.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .25 m.

HGeight: 2.08 m. (approx.), springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Stepped vault (9 steps total). Lower three steps each about .35 m. high

but upper six steps only .17-. 20 m. high.

Stonework: Vault faced with long, rectangular slabs with vertical faces.

Capstones: Capstone span about .25 m.

Crossbeams: No data.

Other: Vaulting same as in main rooms.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/2/1978

STRUCTURE: Sf (East building of Ballcourt)

ROOM 3 (East room)

Length: 14.54 m.

Width: 1.24 m.

All details of this room similar to those seen in Room 1, west side.

ROOM 4 (North end room)

Length: 5.75 m.

Width: 1.62 m.

All details of this room similar to those seen in Room 2, south end.

CENTRAL PASSAGEWAY

Length: 3.99 m.

Width: 1.64 m.

Passageway covered with stepped vault, same as those seen in main rooms.
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COPAN, Honduras

Structure 10 (East

Building of Ballcourt)
G.F. Andrews, 1978
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COPAN, Ballcourt. Detail of south end.
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COPAN, Ballcourt as seen from Great Plaza. Hieroglyphic Stairway in background.

COPAN, Ballcourt. East side of East Building.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: 11 (Temple of the Inscriptions)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 11 stands on top of a rectangular platform

about high, which in turn is situated at the top of the large terraced mound

dividing the Court of the Hieroglyphic Stairway from the West Court of the

Acropolis (see plan). Immediately north of Structure 11 is the gigantic system

of stairways which form the north face of this mound and to the south is the

terraced structure commonly called the Reviewing Stand. The building proper,

whose plan is still not well understood, serves as a transitional element

between the courts to the north and south as there are a series of

interconnected chambers running through the entire building from north to

south. Long rooms toward the north side of the building appear to run from the

central passageway to the outside walls on the east and west sides. A stairway
in the south wall of the western room runs upward to a small chamber (?) at a

higher level. (See sketch plan).

Tnough now much ruined, Structure 11 is of special interest because of the

sculptures and hieroglyphic inscriptions associated with the exterior entrances

and central north-south chambers (see photos and details). Its name, Temple
of the Inscriptions, is derived from the panels of hieroglyphic inscriptions on

the jambs of the exterior doorways.

ORIENTATION: While the long axis of building runs east-west, the principal

facades face north and south.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING No data. Some question if building actually had base molding
of any kind.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Heigntl Uncertain; medial molding completely fallen. Maudslay (1889-1902)

gives height of interior (floor to springline) as 2.74 m. and exterior wall must

have been at least this high.

Stonework: Walls faced with rectangular blocks, set in even courses.



Thickness: Exterior wall, south side, 2.16 m. thick at doorjamb. North wall 2.15

m. thick at east doorjamb.

Decoration: Exterior wall surfaces apparently undecorated but jambs of exterior

doorways decorated with incised hieroglyphic inscriptions.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Vertical. Decorated with columns of hieroglyphic inscriptions, with a

total of not less than one hundred and forty glyph blocks for eight separate

panels.

Lintels: No data; fallen. Probably made of wood.

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; all traces of medial molding have fallen.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: No data; upper walls completely fallen.

Stonework: Assume same as in lower walls.

Decoration: According to Robicsek (1972), fragments of sculpture from upper

facades found in debris indicate that upper facades were richly decorated, with

giant human figures at the north corners and huge alligators with tails pointing

upward at southern corners.

CORNICE: No data; completely fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE: Stairways leading upward from long rooms running east-west

suggest possibility of some kind of superstructures at roof level of unknown

size and form.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Southeast Regional (Copan) style.

COMMENTS: Structure 11 was partly excavated by Maudslay (1889-1902) who

included a sketch plan and photographs of some of the interior sculptures in

his report. For reasons that are unclear, Maudslay showed projecting "porches"

in front of the north and south doorways, but my plan, and all other published

plans, does not include these appendages. Further excavation and consolidation

was carried out in 1939 by archaeologists from the Carnegie Institution of

Washington who brought it to its present state.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: 11 (Temple of the Inscriptions)

INTERIOR DETADUS: There are insufficient data to provide room by room

descriptions of interior details, and what little data I was able to record is

given below.

1) All doorjambs of exterior entrances carried incised columns of hieroglyphic

inscriptions on both jambs. Six of these panels are still in place and the other

two can be found in the local museum.

2) The entrance to the central interior chamber on the north side had step in

front, about .46 m. high and 5.47 m. long, with face covered with row of

sculptured seated figures. These figures were removed by Maudslay and placed

in British Museum, London. Projecting piers adjacent to both doorjambs carried

sculptured serpent forms and above these was a projecting molding ornamented

with seated human figures and glyphs.

3) Remains of serpent-mouth sculpture on south face of south-central

chamber, at the point where raised floor to north chamber begins.

4) Stairway, about 1.73 m. wide, in south wall of western portion of long east-

west room. Assume similar stairway in eastern room, though this was not

visible at the time of my visit. Stairway(s) may have led to upper chamber(s)

but if so, they have left no trace of size or form.

5) In contrast to most other plans of this structure, which show long east-

west rooms toward north side as having same width, my notes indicate that the

western room was only 2.25 m. wide while the eastern room is 3.42 m. wide.

East end of latter room filled with debris.
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COPAN, Honduras
Structure 11, Plan

G.F. Andrews, 1974
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COPAN, Structure 11 and Reviewing Stand (restored)
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COPAN, Structure 11 - Plan, (after Maudslay)
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COPAN, Structure 11. View from Western Court.



COPAN, West Court and Structure 11.
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SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: REVIEWING STAND

On the south side of the substructure of Temple 11, near the east end, is a

flight of stairs 6 risers high and 16.26 m. long which is commonly called the

Reviewing Stand (see plan). TTiis name is based on the premise that the

stairway, which stops short of the top of the lowest terrace of the

substructure, would have provided an ideal "grandstand" for viewing ceremonies

taking place in the West Court of the Acropolis. A short distance west of the

Reviewing Stand is a broad stairway, with more normal risers and treads, which

gives access to the second and third levels of the terraced substructure.

The face of the uppermost riser of the Reviewing Stand is decorated with a

series of hieroglyphic inscriptions containing a date of 9.17.0.0.0. 13 Ahau. 18

Cumku (about A.D. 771). Near the center of the band of glyphs is a stone head

with his chin resting on the step below and a large seashell held in his hands,

the latter believed to symbolize the planet Venus. At each end of the Stand is

a large, crouching figure with torch-like object inscribed with an Ik sign in one

hand. The faces of these figures are ferocious, with writhing snakes crawling

out of tusk-like teeth (see photos). On top of the terrace behind the

Reviewing Stand are three large stone conch shells which also may symbolize

the planet Venus.

Along the wall on the terrace behind the Reviewing Stand are a series of niches,

about .61 m. wide and .61 m. deep, two of which lead to a narrow, U-shaped

chamber behind. The others may have served to house sculptures which have

long since been removed. (See restored view of this structure as seen from

West Court).



COPAN, Structure 11. a) view from west court, b) detail of Reviewina Stand
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COPAN, sculpture at left end of Reviewing Stand.
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COPAN, sculpture at right end of Reviewing stand.
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COPAN, Stela N and north stairwav of Structure 1 1



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: 22 (XXII)

GENERAL DESCRIFTION: Structure 22 is situated on top of the terrace on the

north side of the East Court of the Acropolis (see site map). The building

proper, which stands on an E-shaped building platform, has four rooms; two

central rooms, one behind the other, with lateral rooms on each side. The

central doorway of the building is reached from a stairway on the south side of

the E-shaped platform and this stairway forms the central leg of the E. This

doorway is surrounded by the remains of a large monster-mask and there are

long-nosed masks at the corners of the main facade. Unfortunately, neither the

medial molding or upper wall zone and cornice is preserved in any part of the

building and the details of the upper facades are mostly a matter of conjecture,

based on facade elements (sculpture) found in the adjacent debris.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces south.

BUILDING PLATKKM: The substructure supporting Structure 22 is an E-shaped

platform, about 28.8 m. long (east-west) and 19.44 m. deep (north- south).

Platform is 3.14 m. high overall, and has two horizontal apron-type moldings on

face: one at top, .51 m. high, and one .86 m. below, .45 m. high. Walls between

molding show slight inward slope.

Broad stairway on south side has 8 risers, and projects out in front of platform

for a distance of 3.62 m. Risers of stairway about .46 m. high and treads vary

from .46 to .53 m. deep. Platform stands on high terrace, whose southern edge

is 4.20 m. in front of stairway (see plan).

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main (south) facade.

BASE MOIXMNG:

Form; Single-member, rectangular molding formed with two courses of stones.

Size: About .35 m. high.

Projection: .07-. 10 m.



LOWER WAU, ZONE:

Height: Overall height uncertain as no part of medial molding is still preserved.

Estimated height about 2.60 m., based on height of springline.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, well-cut rectangular blocks set in even

courses.

Thickness: Front wall 2.27 m. thick at doorjamb. Other walls upwards of 2.74 m.

thick.

Decoration; Remains of large monster-mask around central doorway. Long-

nosed masks at both front and rear corners (see details).

DOORWAYS:

Shape; Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with small blocks, similar to those seen in walls.

Lintels; Original wooden lintel over exterior doorway fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form; Uncertain. May have been single-member, rectangular molding as seen on

buildings of ballcourt.

Size: No data.

Projection: No data.

Decoration: No data.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: No data. Upper wall zone and cornice completely fallen.

Stonework: No data.

Decoration: Sculptured stones found in debris indicate that facade was richly

decorated but specific motifs uncertain. Maudslay found small portion of

upper facade in place at west end with three female figures (singers) executed

in full relief. Additional pieces of similar figures in debris led him to believe

that these figures were carried on all facades.

CORNICE: Completely fallen, no data.

ROOF STRUCTURE: No evidence that building actually carried roofcomb but

medial wall is thick enough to have supported such an appendage.



ARCHITECTURAL STYI^: Southeast regional style.

COMMENTS: Structure 22 was partly excavated by Alfred Maudslay (1889-1902)

who uncovered the unique sculptures around the doorway to the central room,

rear, as well as the remains of the masks around the central exterior doorway

and at the corners. Unfortunately, the building was destroyed a second time in

1934 as the result of an earthquake but was restored to its present condition

during 1935-1937 under the auspices of the Carnegie Institution of Washington,

with Aubrey Trik as project director. Trik produced a very detailed report on

this work (1939) and the present report is probably redundant since it covers

much of the same territory. Its value lies in the fact that the data is recorded

in the same way as data has been recorded by me for numerous other buildings

throughout the lowland Maya area,, which allows for easy comparison of both

general characteristics and stylistic attributes, as well as small details, with

buildings in other regions.

Numerous writers have commented on the general similarity of the so-called

monster-mask around the central doorway with those seen more commonly in the

Rio Bee and Chenes regions, and similar comments have been made in regard to

the long-nosed corner masks, at both front and rear corners, which also show

affinities with similar corner masks in the Rio Bee, Chenes, and Puuc regions

in Campeche and Yucatan, Mexico. In spite of this, the connections, if any,

between Copan and these regions far to the northwest are still obscure,

although some further light may be shed on this question by the very recent

(and current) excavations at Copan.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: 22

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Central room, front)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 10.02 m.

Width: 2.65 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.42 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall 2.27 m. thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with well-cut rectangular blocks or stones with tenon on

back, set in thin bed of mud rather than limestone mortar. Coursing even and

average height of course about 20 cm.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.80 m. wide. Doorway to rear room only 1.65 m.

wide. Doorways to lateral rooms about 1.29 m. wide. All doorways originally

covered with wooden lintels.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: Very large, tongue-type cordholders (high and low) in several

locations (see plan). The largest of these has tongue .23 m. wide and holes .11

m. square.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: None, but note that floor to rear room is raised above floor of outer

room.

Other: Step about .07 m. high at outer face of exterior doorway (see section).

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .07 m.

Height: Uncertain; upper part of vault fallen.

Form: Vault is stepped and corbelled at bottom (3 steps) with smooth-faced

surface above. Steps at bottom about .20 m. high with offsets about .12 m.

wide.

Stonework: Vault faced with long slabs; those in stepped portion have vertical

faces while those above have beveled faces cut to slope of vault.



Capstones: No capstones found in debris and TVik (1939) believed that vault

probably came to a point at top with no capstones.

Crossbeams: No data.

Other: Upper part of vault fallen.

OBSERVATIONS: Doorway to rear room framed with elaborate sculptures, which

include a two-headed serpent supported by crouching figures seated on large

skulls. The face of the sill supporting above sculptures has 32 glyph blocks on

face. (See photos and details).



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: 22

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Lateral room, west)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.15 m.

Width: 2.84 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.35 m. (approx.) floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to adjacent Room 1 is 2.17 m. thick.

Stonework: Same as seen in front room (Room 1)

Doorways: Doorway to Room 1 is 1.29 m. wide. Original wood lintels now fallen.

Cordholders: One large cordholder in west wall, about .75 m. above floor.

Wall Openings: Niche in west wall, .72 m. wide, .80 m. deep, 1.23 m. above floor.

Narrow slot, about .20 m. wide, centered in rear of niche. This slot runs

through to outside wall. Additional niche in north end wall, .91 m. wide, 1.11

m. above top of bench.

Platforms; Low platform, about .20 m. high and .96 m. deep, in north end of

room.

Other: Both niches appear to have been covered with wooden lintels.

VAULTS: Remaining portion of vault similar to that seen in front room: stepped

portion at bottom with plain sloping section above.

OBSERVATIONS: Vault over this room at right angles to vaults over central

rooms.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: 22

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3 (Lateral room, east)

DIMENSIONS:

Length; 4.94 m.

Width: 2.82 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.42 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 2.17 m. thick.

Stonework: Same as in front room.

Doorways: Doorway to front room 1.31 m. wide.

Cordholders: Large, tongue-type cordholders high and low in north wall.

Additional cordholders of same type in east wall, near north edge of wall.

Wall Openings: Narrow opening, .80 m. wide and 2.74 m. deep in northeast corner

of room (see plan). East end of this room filled in at later date.

Platforms: None.

Other: Some indication that room was supposed to be same length as west

lateral room, but northern portion filled in at time of original construction.

VAULTS: Remaining details of vault over this room same as those seen in front

room (Room 1).

OBSERVATIONS: Thick walls surrounding this room make it appear to be

smaller, and narrower, than it really is.



SITE: COPAN DATE: 4/10/1974

STRUCTURE: 22

INIERIOR DETAILS: Room 4 (Central room, rear)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.82 m.

Width: 2.89 m.

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; about 1.9 m. floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 2.03 m. thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Same as in exterior room.

Doorways: Doorway to front room 1.65 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: None noted.

Wall Openings: Niche in northeast corner .96 m. wide, .72 m. deep, .78 m. above

floor.

Platforms: None.

Other: Roor to this room raised .62 m. above floor of outer room. Sill at top

projects .56 m. beyond outer face of dividing wall at doorjambs (see section).

VAULTS: No data; vault over this room completely fallen.

OBSERVATIONS: Sculpture around doorway to this room, which includes free-

flowing, lifelike human figures as well as grotesque forms, is unique for Maya

area as a whole. See photos and details.
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COPAN, Temple 22. a) as seen from East Court, b) view from Jaguar Stairway



COPAN, Temple 22. Main facade as seen from Eastern Court

COPAN, Temple 22. Large projecting teeth at base of main entrance.
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COPAN, Temple 22. Long-nosed corner mask at southwest corner

COPAN, Temple 22. Sculpture around interior doorway.
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COPAN, Temple 22. Detail of sculpture around interior doorway.
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COPAN, Temple 22. Detail of sculpture around interior doorway
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ARCHITECTURE AT COPAN

The architectural style seen at Copan, as evidenced from exposed building

remains, can best be called eclectic. On one hand, it incorporates "imported"

features such as monster-mask doorways, long-nosed corner masks, and broken

medial moldings over doorways, all of which are diagnostic for the Rio Bee,

Chenes, or Puuc styles found in regions far to the northwest. On the other

hand, features such as the extensive use of incised, low relief sculptural forms,

including hieroglyphic inscriptions on both interior and exterior wall surfaces,

together with very three-dimensional, curvelinear sculptural forms in upper wall

zones leads to a strictly local, or regional, flavor. As noted by Proskouriakoff

many years ago: "If anything, the art of Copan surpasses that of the Peten and

is strikingly individual, as though the city itself were the nucleus of a cultural

subdivision of the Old Empire. In most Peten cities architectural decoration

was executed in stucco, and sculpture is largely confined to stelae and altars,

whereas at Copan stone carvings, often in the full round, adorned every

important building". In a very real sense, the architecture at Copan reflects

the overriding preoccupation of its builders with sculptural forms, both

realistic and grotesque, which can be seen in the numerous stelae, altars, and

other sculptured stone monuments which dominate the scene at this unique

site.

Beyond this, the architecture at Copan is somewhat unique since the basic

building material is a soft, greenish tufa, rather than the harder limestones

which are used almost exclusively in other regions. It should also be noted

that mud was used as mortar in place of limestone mortar as in other regions,

and the combination of soft, friable building stone put together with mud

instead of lime cement may account for the general character of the buildings

at Copan which feature very thick walls, and in some cases, narrow rooms as

well.

The salient features of the architecture at Copan can be summarized as follows:

Base moldings, where present, are simple, rectangular forms with slight

projections. Lower wall zones show both plain surfaces, as in the Ballcourt

superstructures and Temple 11, but some carry monster-masks around doorways

and stacked masks at corners as in Temple 22. Exterior doorways were fairly



wide, compared with doorways in most other regions, and were covered with

wooden lintels, all of which have now fallen. Medial moldings, where preserved,
show simple rectangular profiles as do cornice moldings above. Upper wall

zones appear to have carried elaborate cut stone sculptures, featuring both

realistic and grotesque forms, as well as corner masks of several varieties.

No buildings at Copan are known to have carried roofcombs, but such

appendages cannot be entirely ruled out. Interiors also feature elaborate,

three-dimensionsal sculptures around doorways, as seen in Structures 11 and 22

together with columns of glyphs carved in shallow relief. As is characteristic

for all lowland Maya architecture, both interior and exterior surfaces were

finished with plaster, and in some cases at least, were painted in bright colors.
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I. Idol at Copan.
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III. Back of an Idol at Copan.
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V. Idol and Altar at Copan.
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COPAN, Stela B, Side View (after Maudslay)
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COPAN, Stela D, Side View (after Maudslay)
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COPAN, Stela H (After Maudslay)
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I. Idol at Copan.
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COPAN, Stela H, North Face (after Maudslay)
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COPAN, Stela N, South Face (after Maudslay)
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COPAN, Stela I (after Maudslay)
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COPAN, Altar Q (after Maudslay)
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COPAN, Stela B, Front View
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COPAN, Stela B, Rear View
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COPAN, Stela C, West Side
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COPAN, Stela C, west side
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COPAN, Stela C, side view showing hieroglyphic inscriptions

to



COPAN, Stela C, East Side
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COPAN, Stela F, Front View
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COPAN, Stela H
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COPAN, Stela H, Rear View
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COPAN, Stela P, Front View
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COPAN, Stela 4, Rear View
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SITE: QUIRIGUA DATE: 3/24/1978

ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY AT QUIRIGUA

BACKGROUND

Site was discovered about a century and a half ago (just before

1840) by three Guatemalan brothers named Payes. Shortly

afterward, Frederick Catherwood, who accompanied John Lloyd

Stephens on his travels in the Maya area, visited the site with

one of the Payes brothers. Stephens' account of this visit (1841),

together with Catherwood's drawings of Stelae E and F, are the

first public notice taken of Quirigua. The first intensive study of

the ruins was made by Alfred Maudslay, however, who visited the

site in 1881, 1882, 1883, and 1884. Altogether, Maudslay spent

nearly five months at the site and his drawings and photographs

of its sculptured monuments (1889-1902) still stand as a

monumental contribution to our understanding of Maya sculpture

and hieroglyphic inscriptions.

Maudslay was followed by archaeologists from the School of

American Archaeology of the Archaeological Institute of America,

with Edgar Hewett as Director, who worked at the ruins in 1910,

1911, 1912, and 1914. They carried out numerous projects in the

site core (and several outlying groups), including the excavation

of Structures 1 and 2 of the Acropolis. Beginning in 1915, work

at Quirigua was continued by staff members from the Carnegie

Institution of Washington, who carried out additional investigations

(exploration, excavation, and conservation) over the next 20 years.

S.G. Morley's "Guide Book to the Ruins of Quirigua" (1935)

summarized the main results of the C.I.W. projects.

In recent years, Quirigua and its hinterland was the subject

of a multi-faceted research study by staff members and graduate

students from the University Museum, University of Pennsylvania,

who worked at the site from 1974 through 1979 (Robert Sharer,

Field Diorector). The first two volumes covering the results of

this work have already been published (1979, 1983) and others are

expected to follow in the near future. I visited the site on four

different occasions (1964, 1971, 1974, 1978) but the bulk of my

architectural data was recorded in 1978, following the clearing and

excavation of the buildings of the Acropolis (Structures 1-6) by

the University Museum group.

SITUATION

The site is situated in the Motagua Valley in Guatemala, adjacent

to the Motagua River, about 6 km east-northeast of the village of

Los Amates. This puts it about 48 km north and slightly east of



Copan, Honduras, the closest major archaeological site (Large

Urban Center). The Main Center of the site is within a 75 acre

forest-covered park, set aside as a national reservation.

TOPOGRAPHY

The Main Center (site core) is located on the floor of the northern

side of the Motagua Valley. At this point, the valley is about 5-6

miles wide. A high range of mountains closes the valley to the

southeast and a lower range separates it from Lake Izabel to the

northwest. Most of the outlying groups are on flat ground in the

valley but Group A stands on top of a steep-sided hill some 4 km

northwest of the site core.

WATER SUPPLY

The Motagua river, which is just south of the site core, would

have been a dependable year-round source of water. In addition,

however, a number of ceramic-lined wells were constructed by the

ancient inhabitants, as a means of providing water closer at hand

to residential areas some distance from the river. Water storage

devices such as chultunes or reservoirs have not been found.

MAPS

Map included with present report based on Morley map (1935).

New map of site core produced by the University Museum project

published in Vol. 1 of Quirigua Reports (1979). Other new maps

deal with site-periphery settlement program and valley settlement

program carried out by staff from the University Museum.

SIZE

The site core (area within Quirigua Park) covers an area of about

75 acres but the site as a whole appears to cover an area of

about 2.2 km east-to-west and 1.8 km north-to-south. Because of

an ancient bend in the Motagua River, the site is actually L-

shaped and many of the Late Classic site features are now buried

beneath a meter or more of river silt, making the site appear to

be much smaller than it really is.

CIVIC PLAN

Numerous writers, including myself (Andrews, 1975), have noted

that the organization of the site core is much like that of the site

core of Copan: i.e., the core consists of an Acropolis Group, with

Great Plaza and associated structures to north and secondary

group(s) to the south. In both cases, there is a secondary plaza

and ballcourt just north of the Acropolis, with a low pyramid

beyond. Both Great Plazas are filled with sculptured monuments



(stelae, altars, zoomorphs) and the plazas themselves are defined

by lower structures around the sides. At both sites the Great

Plazas and associated features appear to be "public" spaces while

the Acropolis complexes appear to be more private places,

reserved primarily for use by members of the elite class.

I have not yet seen Ashmore's detailed maps of the areas

surrounding the site core but assume that other structures in

these zones were restricted to the higher portions of ground, to

avoid flooding by the adjacent river.

COMMENTS

Because of its wealth of sculptured monuments, and lack of

exposed architectural remains, Quirigua has not figured

prominently in the literature o^ Maya architecture. Even after 150

years of exploration and excavation, only 6 partly standing

buildings have been revealed, none of which have vaults or upper

facades still in place. The report which foUows gives what little

architectural data I was able to record on five buildings of the

Acropolis (Structures 1B1-1B5), together with a few comments in

regard to the architecture at Quirigua vis-a-vis the architecture

at Copan. In an appendix, I have also included some of my own

photos and drawings of several sculptured monuments, for

purposes of comparison with photos and drawings by others.
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QUIRIGUA

3/24/1978

DATE:

THE ACROPOLIS

The Acropolis (Complex) at Quirigua is situated at the south end

of the Great Plaza. While its general configuration has been

known since the early part of this century as the result of

investigations and excavations by Maudslay, Hewett, Morris,

Morley, and others, its detailed form and construction sequence

was not clearly revealed until 1974-1979, as a result of the

University Museum program of research at Quirigua involving the

Acropolis.

As presently understood, the Acropolis is a very large U-

shaped complex, with six vaulted masonry structures organized

around a central courtyard in its southern portion, commonly

known as the Temple Plaza (see plan). A ballcourt is found in the

plaza formed by the two projecting arms on the north side of the

Acropolis, with monuments 16 and 24 and 15 and 23 south of the

ballcourt, at the base of the U. Monumental stairways on the

south and east sides of the U, formed with megalithic-sized

stones, give access to the upper levels of the Acropolis and the

buildings associated with the upper level Temple Plaza. Six

buildings, now known as Structures 1B-1 to 1B-6 face onto the

Temple Plaza, two of which (Structures 1B-2 and Structure 1B-6)

are at the level of the plaza; the others stand on platforms on the

north, south, and west sides.

While all six of the buildings of the Acropolis had been

cleared and partly excavated many years earlier (Structure 5 by

Maudslay, Structures 1,2,5, and 6 by the Archaeological Institute

of America, Structures 3 and 4 by Carnegie Institution of

Washington), the buildings had become overgrown and the rooms

filled once more with debris by the time staff from the University

Museum began their work in 1974. This work involved reclearing

Structures 1-6, as well as exploratory trenches at strategic places

throughout the Acropolis for purposes of establishing its pattern

of growth.

As a result of this activity, it was found that like most

large Maya complexes, the Acropolis represents an accretion of

platforms and buildings over time and the latest buildings and

substructures were built on top of numerous earlier structures,

some of which were dismantled and others only filled in.

According to the data provided by their excavations in the

Acropolis, The University Museum group believes that the

Acropolis was constructed in four main stages (Construction

Stages 1-4). Tentatively, Structures 1B-1, 1B-5, and 1B-6 have



been assigned to Construction Stage 1 (CS 1), Structures 1B-3 and

1B-4 to CS 2 and Structure 1B-2 to CS 3. It should be noted that

CS 1 is the latest, not the earliest Construction Stage. For a

complete description and analyses of earlier structures and

construction sequence, see Quirigua Reports: Volume I (1979) and

Quirigua Reports: Volume II (1983)^

The data on Structures 1B-1 to 1B-5 as found in the

following pages is based on my own notes and measurements,

supplemented to a minor extent by data supplied earlier by Morley

(1935) or later data from Quirigua Reports I and II.



STRUCTURE 3

STRUCTURE 2

STRUCTURE 1

Fig. 30 Map of the Temple Plaza.

(after Morlev, 1935)
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Architectural Restoration of Structures: a, 1 and 2 in elevation;

b, 1, 2, 3 and 4 in perspective, (after Morlev, 1935)



a, Drawing of inscription in East doorway of Structure 1.

b, Drawing of inscription in Middle doorway of Structure 1.

c, Drawing of inscription in West doorway of Structure 1.

d, Drawing of Initial Series on molding of Structure 1.

e, Drawing of Supplementary Series on molding of Structure 1.

QUIRIGUA. Hieroglyphic Inscriptions, Structure 1, Acropolis, (after Morley, 1935).
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QUIRIGUA, Great Plaza. View of Acropolis, south end.
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SITE: QUIRIGUA DATE: 3/24/1978

STRUCTURE 1B-1, ACROPOLIS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Structure 1B-1, which is situated on the south side of the Temple
Plaza of the Acropolis, is a long, range-type building with seven

rooms (3 main rooms and 4 lateral rooms). The main rooms, which

have raised floors, are reached by very wide doorways in the

north wall. The central room has small, lateral rooms at both ends

while the end rooms have only one lateral room each. According
to Morley (1935) Structure 1B-1 had decorated medial and cornice

moldings, a sculptured upper wall zone, and carried a high
roofcomb over its rear wall. At the present time its walls stand

only to the height of the medial molding, but the medial and

cornice moldings, as well as the upper walls and vaults have

completely fallen.

ORIENTATION

Main facade faces north.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

Details below are for main (north) facade.

BASAL PLATFORM

Form: Single member, projecting platform.

Size: .63 m. high.

Projection: 1.01 m at front.

LOWER WALL ZONE

Height: 2.43 m; top of base to bottom of medial molding.
Stonework: Wall faced with 9-10 courses of squarish blocks,
deeply tailed into hearting.

Thickness: Front wall 2.75 m thick at doorjambs.
Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with 9-10 courses of squarish blocks, deeply
tailed into hearting.

Lintels: Fallen, but undoubtedly made of wood, given width

of doorways which are 3.02 m wide.

MEDIAL MOLDING

Form: Single member, rectangular molding (now fallen or

removed).

Size: About .30 m. high.

Projection: About.17 m.



Decoration: Face of molding covered with hieroglyphic
inscriptions, executed in shallow relief.

UPPER WALL ZONE

Height: 1.78 m (estimated).
Stonework: No data; fallen. ,

Decoration: According to Morley (1935) the upper face^ had

originally been richly carved, as attested to by numerous

carved stones found in the debris on all sides.

Other: Morley (1935, fig. 31) showed sloping upper facade in

restored view of Structure 1B-1.

CORNICE

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.
Size: About .30-.33 m high.

Projection: About .12 m.

Decoration: Face of molding decorated with carved running
leaf pattern, as evident from numerous sculptured stones in

debris carrying this design.
ROOF STRUCTURE

Description: High, single wall roofcomb?

Location: Over rear wall.

Dimensions: No data.

Decoration: No data.

Comments: The former presence of a roofcomb over the rear

wall of this building is pure conjecture on the part of

Morley (1935) who based this assertion on the extra

thickness of the rear wall.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

Local variant of southeast regional style.
COMMENTS

Structure 1B-1 was first excavated by the Second Quirigua
Expedition of the Archaeological Institute of America during
1911-1912. Over the next 60 years it once more became

overgrown with trees and its rooms again filled with debris,
which necessitated its clearing and reexcavation by staff

from the University Museum in the 1970's. The actual

restoration of Structure 1B-1, including its substructure

and stairways, was carried out by personnel from the

Institute de Antropologia y Historia de Guatemala, following
its excavation by the University Museum.

Morley (1935) gave dedication date of Structure 1B-1 as

9.19.0.0.0 9 Ahau 18 Mol (approximately A.D. 810). Morley
based this conclusion on the fact that an inscription carved

on the medial molding (now removed) opened with the Initial

Series 9.19.0.0.0. In addition, the inscriptions on the face of



the moldings at the top of the raised floors in the middle

and western doorways repeat the same date (9.19.0.0.0 9

Ahau 18 Mol) as a Period Ending.

STRUCTURE 1, ACROPOLIS

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1

Length: 4.04 m.

Width: 1.92 m.

Exterior Doorway: 3.0 m wide.

Front Wall: 2.68 m thick.

Other: Floor of room raised .61 m above floor between

doorjambs. Projecting molding at top of raised floor, .25 m

high, with row of glyphs on face. Molding projects .09 m.

ROOM 2 (Lateral room east end)

Length: 3.60 m.

Width: 1.66 m.

Doorway: .91 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to

Other: Floor raised .43 m above

ROOM 3 - See separate data sheet.

ROOM 4 (Lateral room, east)

Length: 3.28 m.

Width: 1.83 m.

Doorway: .90 m.

Wail Thickness: Dividing wall to

Other: Floor raised .56 m above

ROOM 5 (Lateral room, west)

Length: 3.48 m.

Width: 1.70 m.

Doorway: .72 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to

Other: Floor raised .56 m above

ROOM 6 (West emd room)

Length: 4.16 m.

Width: 2.0 m.

Wall Thickness: Front wall 2.68 m thick.

Platform: Shallow platform along rear wall, .53 m high, .22 m

deep.

Other: Two sculptured heads originally fastened to rear wall,

about 1.62 m above floor.

ROOM 7 (Lateral room, west end)

Room 1 = 1.08 m thick

floor of Room 1.

Room 3 = .80 m thick.

floor of Room

Room 3 = 1.31 m thick.

floor of Room



Length: 3.57 m.

Width: 1.67 m.

Doorway: Doorway to Room 6 = 1.01 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 6 = 1.06 m thick.

Other: Floor of this room raised .43 m above floor of Room 6.

STRUCTURE 1, ACROPOLIS

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 3

DIMENSIONS

Length: 4.14 m.

Width: 1.88 m.

WALLS

Height: Uncertain; upper part fallen.

Thickness: Exterior wall 2.75 m thick at doorjambs of central

room.

Stonework: Wall faced with squarish blocks, moderately well-

cut.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 3.02 m wide. Jambs faced with

small blocks, similar to those used for wall facings.
Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: Entire floor of room is raised .63 m above the

floor level of entry space between doorjambs. Projecting

molding at top, .25 m high, with 9 glyphs on face.

Other: Three sculptured heads originally fastened to rear

wall, about 1.62 m above floor. These were removed many

years ago.

VAULTS

No data; completely fallen.
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QUIRIGUA, Structure 1, Acropolis, during excavation.

QUIRIGUA, Structure 1, Acropolis, following excavation (after Jones and Sharer)



STRUCTURE 1B-2, ACROPOLIS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Structure 1B-2 is a small (13.12 m x 8.21 m overall) building with

four rooms (see plan). It is situated at the southwest corner of

the Acropolis Plaza and its single doorway faces north toward the

plaza. As noted many years ago by Morley (1935) Structure 1B-2

is probably the oldest building of the six structures surrounding

the Acropolis Plaza. This is evident from the fact that the

terraces supporting Structures 1B-1 and 1B-3 cover the lower

walls of Structure 1B-2, almost burying it. Unlike the other

structures associated with this Plaza, which have plain lower wall

zones, Structure 1B-2 carried large corner masks in the lower wall

zone of the main facade, as well as a mosaic human head west of

the exterior doorway.

ORIENTATION

Main facade faces north.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

Details below are for main (north) facade.

BASE MOLDING

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: Uncertain; mostly covered over by platform, or step, in

front.

Projection: About .05-.07 m.

LOWER WALL ZONE

Height: Uncertain; upper portion of walls fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with small blocks, .15-. 20 m high,

.25-.30 m long, alternating every two courses with thin slabs

of different kind of stone (marble).

Thickness: Front wall 1.34 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: Remnants of large corner masks at both corners

of main facade. Masks are noteworthy for large teeth (.17 m

high). Morley (1935) described a mosaic human head in the

facade west of the exterior doorway, which was partly

buried by the stairway along the west side of the temple

Plaza.

DOORWAYS

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: F
'

Lintels: Fallen, but undoubtedly made of wood.

MEDIAL MOLDING

No data; completely fallen.



UPPER WALL ZONE

No data; fallen.

CORNICE

No data; fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE

None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

Local variation of Southwest Regional style?

COMMENTS

Structure 1B-2 was first excavated by Earl Morris of the

Third Quirigua Expedition of the Archaeological Institute of

America in 1912. As with the other buildings of the

Acropolis, it was reexcavated in the 1970's by staff from the

University Museum, University of Pennsylvania.

While Structure 1B-2 has no hieroglyphic inscriptions, and

cannot be accurately dated, Morley (1935) believed that it

could hardly be earlier than 9.16.0.0.0 (approx. A.D. 751) or

later than 9.19.0.0.0 (approx. A.D. 810), the dedicatory date

of Structure 1B-1.

STRUCTURE 2 - ACROPOLIS
^

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1 (Central room, front)

Length: 4.62 m.

Width: 1.53 m.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 1.95 m wide. Doorway to west

room .76 m. wide, doorway to rear room 1.34 m wide.

Moldings: Projecting molding at floor level, .25 m high, .05 m

projection.

Other: Floor of room raised .50 m above floor between

doorjambs.

ROOM 2 (Central room, rear)

Length: 3.18 m.

Width: 1.20 m.

Doorway: Doorway to front room (Room 1) 1.34 m wide.

Doorway to Room 3 = .77 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 1 = 2.38 m thick.

Other: Buttress or plinth, rear wall, .86 m wide, .38 m deep,

1.06 m high.

ROOM 3 (East room)

Length: 4.76 m.

Width: 1.15 m.



Wail Openings: Niche in north end wall, .38 m wide, .76 m

deep.

Other: Low dividing wall, three courses high, .35 m thick,

1.73 m from north wall. Doorway in this wall .43 m wide.

ROOM 4 (West room)

Length: 3.90 m overall.

Width: 1.41 m.

Doorway: Doorway to Room 1 =

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 1 = 1.21 m thick.

Passageway: Narrow passageway at south end of room (to

Room 5) .91 m. wide.

Platform: North end of room filled with bench .51 m high,

2.59 m long. Bench originally only 1.04 m wide but space to

east filled in at a later date. Tunnel-like opening beneath

bench, .43 m wide, .53 m. high, 2.13 m deep. Top of bench

to vault springline .61 m.

ROOM 5

Length: 1.22 m.

Width: .94 m.

Other: Niche in rear end wall, .78 m above floor, .48 m wide,

.48 m deep.
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STRUCTURE 1B-3, ACROPOLIS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Structure 1B-3 stands at the south end of the terrace on the

west side of the Acropolis Plaza. It has three rooms;

a large front room parallel with the long axis of the

building and two lateral rooms, reached by doorways in

the end walls of the front room (see plan). The single

doorway in the main facade opened onto a narrow

platform, with a broad stairway in fronty leading down

to the Acropolis Plaza to the east.

ORIENTATION

Main facade faces east.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

Details below are for main (east) facade.

BASAL PLATFORM

Form: U-shaped in plan, with vertical face.

Size: About .46 m high.

Projection: .56 m at sides of U.

LOWER WALL ZONE

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with 9-10 courses medium sized

square to rectangular blocks.

Thickness: Front wall 2.30 m thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with medium sized blocks, similar to those

used for wall facings.

Lintels: Original wooden lintels now fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING

No data; fallen.

UPPER WALL ZONE

No data; fallen.

CORNICE

No data; fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE

None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

COMMENTS



Structure 1B-3 was first excavated in 1919 by S.G. Morley,

on behalf of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. It was

reexcavated in the 1970's as part of the Quirigua Project

carried out by staff from the University Museum, University

of Pennsylvania. In 1978, when I recorded the above data,

it had not yet been consolidated or reconstructed by

archaeologists from the Instituto de Antropologia e Historia

of Guatemala. A portion of the rear half of the vault over

the front room, which was partly intact in 1919 as shown by

Morley' s photograph (1935, fig. 38a) had unfortunately

collapsed in the intervening period.

As noted by Morley, the most interesting feature of

Structure 1B-3 is the so-called "sweat-bath" built against

the north and west walls of the north room (Room 3). See

details of this feature under Room 3, below.

STRUCTURE 3, ACROPOLIS

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1 (front room)

Length: 8.10 m.

Width: 2.49 m.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.56 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Exterior wall 2.30 m thick at doorjambs.

Height: 1.75 m; top of raised floor to vault springline.

Moldings: Projecting molding .66 m high, at bottom of rear

and end walls. Molding forms step up to end rooms (Rooms

2 and 3).

Wail Openings: Three niches in rear (west) wall; bottoms are

flush with top of projecting molding. South niche .34 m

wide, .86 m deep, .82 m high. Central niche .37 m wide, .83

m deep, .81 m high. North niche .35 m wide, .84 m deep, .71

m high.

ROOM 2 (South room)

Length: 4.26 m.

Width: 1.70 m.

Doorway: Doorway to Room 1 = .88 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 1= 1.29 m thick.

Wall Openings: Niche centered in west end wall; bottom of

niche is .68 m above floor. Niche is .33 m wide, .61 m high.

Niche in south wall .76 m from west end wall. This niche is

.35 m wide, .56 m high. Window-like hole in east end wall at

floor line. .35 m wide.



Other: Pair of rectangular holes in both doorjambs, high and

low. Holes about .81 m from face of north wall. Lower

holes are .27 m above raised floor, .12 m wide, .11 m high,
.46 m deep. Similar holes .63 m above.

ROOM 3 (North room)

Length: 4.03 m (approx.)
Width: 1.65 m (east end)

Doorway: Doorway to Room 1 = .87 id wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 1 = 1.24 m thick.

Platforms: Bench, 1.32 m high, fills west end of room (see

plan). Tunnel beginning at east end of bench .51 m wide,
1.04 m high, leads to west end of room where it turns and

runs south for a distance of .66 m. At this point it enters

a small chamber 1.22 m long, .81 m wide, and 1.52 m high.

Morley (1935) believed that the latter chamber was "sweat-

house proper".

Wall Openings: Niche centered in west end wall about .46 m

above top of bench. Niche is .53 m wide, .86 m deep.

Height unknown as top is destroyed. Window-like hole in

east end wall, similar to hole in east end wall of Room 2.

Other: Square holes, high and low, in both doorjambs

between Rooms 1 and 3. Size and location of holes similar

to those in jambs of doorway to Room 2 (see above).

m
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SITE: QUIRIGUA DATE: 3/24/1978 ?

STRUCTURE 1B-4, ACROPOLIS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Structure 1B-4 is situated at the north end of the terrace on the

west side of the Acropolis Plaza. It has four rooms and the

main (front) room is entered by a single doorway in the

east wall. Doorways in the north and south ends of this

room give access to lateral rooms on both sides. The

southern lateral room opens into a narrow passage-like room

at its west end while the west end of the northern lateral

room terminates in an L-shaped stairway leading upward to

the roof. The stairway appears to be a secondary addition,

as do the large bench in the main room (Room 1) and the

wide buttresses projecting eastward from the main facade.

ORIENTATION

Main facade faces east.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

Details below are for main (east) facade.

BASE MOLDING

No data.

LOWER WALL ZONE

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with small blocks only roughly

dressed. These are smaller, and of a different material,

than facing blocks seen in Structures 1B-1 and 1B-5.

Thickness: Front wall 2.16 m thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with small blocks, similar to those used for

wall facings.

Lintels: Original wood lintels fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING

No data; fallen.

UPPER WALL ZONE

No data; fallen.

CORNICE

No data; fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE

None.



ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

Local variant of Southeast regional style.

COMMENTS

Structure 1B-4 was initially excavated in 1919 by S. G.

Morley, on behalf of the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

Like the other buildings of the Acropolis, it was later

reexcavated in the 1970's by staff from the University

Museum of the University of Pennsylvania.

The interior stairway at the west end of Room 4 is the most

interesting feature of this building, since interior stairways

are extremely rare in any of the southern Maya regions and

"" one of the other buildings at Quirigua include this element.
r-.

J

STRUCTURE 4, ACROPOLIS

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1 (Front room)

Length: 5.14 m.

Width: 2.16 m.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.28 m wide. Doorway to south

end room .99 m wide, doorway to north room wide.

Wall Thickness: Exterior wall 2.16 m thick at doorjambs.

Dividing wall north, .76 m thick, dividing wall south .76 m.

thick.

Wall Openings: Large recess in rear (west wall, 1.01 m wide,

1.42 m deep.

Platforms: Large, U-shaped bench, .43 m high and 1.27 m

deep fills most of floor area.

Moldings: Molding at top of bench, .61 m high, .09 m

projection on west, north, and south sides of room.

ROOM 2 (South end room)

Length: 6.15 m.

Width: 1.05 m (east end), 1.24 m (west end).

Doorways: Doorway to front room (Room 1) .99 m wide.

Doorway to rear room (Room 3) .68 m wide. West jamb of

this doorway flush with west wall.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to rear room .56 m thick.

Dividing wall to front room (Room 1) .76 m thick.

Wall Openings: Window -like opening in east end wall, .53 m

wide, .85 m high.

Other: Step up to Room 3 = high.

ROOM 3 (Rear room)
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Length: 4.99 m.

Width: 1.29 m.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 2 = .68 m wide.

Wall Openings: Window-like opening in west wall, .35 m wide,

.96 m high. South edge of opening is 2.12 m from north

end wall.

Other:Floor of this room raised .40-46 m above floor of Room
r

2.

ROOM 4 (North end room)

Length: 4.58 m.

Width: 1.32 m.

Doorwftays: Doorway to Room 1 = wide.

Wall Openings: Window-like opening in east end wall.

Window-like opening in north wall, .51 m wide, 1.29 m from

west end wall.

Other: Stairway at west end of room, .61 m wide, with 5

risers in place (9-10 in 1919). One side of stairway flush

with north wall. At west end wall stairway turns and

continues upward to level of roof but this portion is now

fallen.

STRUCTURE 1B-5

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Structure 1B-5 stands on a high platform on the north side of the

Acropolis Plaza of the Acropolis. It has a complex plan, with

seven rooms, but has only a single doorway in the south wall

which gives access to the front (main) room. Doorways in the

east and west end walls of the main room (Room 1) give access to

the other interconnected rooms, two to the west and four to the

east (see plan). The four rooms at the rear were exceedingly

dark, raising serious questions as to how they might have been

used.

The doorway in the main facade opens onto a platform about

3.19 m wide, with a broad stairway with 16 risers in front, leading

down to the plaza below.

ORIENTATION

Main facade faces south.

EXTERIOR DETAILS

Details below are for main (south) facade.

rzz.



BASE MOLDING

Form: Single member, projecting base.

Size: .46 m high.

Projection: .68 m along front wall.

LOWER WALL ZONE

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with good-sized

rectangular blocks up to .66 m long, .22-. 25 m

high, .38 m deep.

Thickness: Front wall 2.27 m thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with rectangular blocks, similar to

those used in wall facings.

Lintels: Original wooden lintels fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING

Fallen; no data.

UPPER WALL ZONE

Fallen; no data.

CORNICE

Fallen; no data.

ROOF STRUCTURE

None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

Local variant of Southeast regional style.

COMMENTS

The excavation of Structure 1B-5 was begun in 1894 by two

of Maudslay's assistants, the Lopez brothers, and was

completed in 1914 by Earl Morris, of the Fourth Quirigua

Expedition of the Archaeological Institute of America. It was

reexcavated in 1976 by staff from the University Museum,

University of Pennsylvania and was later consolidated by

archaeologists from the Instituto de Antropologia e Historia

of Guatemala. Subsurface excavations by the University

Museum located an earlier structure buried beneath

Structure 1B-5 (Structure lB-2nd) which included a deep

relief stucco human figure on the south facade, just below

the medial molding (Sharer, Jones, Ashmore & Schortman,

1979)



STRUCTURE 5, ACROPOLIS

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 1 (Central room, front)

Length: 9.14 m.

Width: 2.21 m.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 3.19 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Exterior wall 2.27 m thick at doorjambs.

Wall Openings: Two large niches in rear wall; niches are .81

m wide, 1.46 m deep. Height unknown as upper part of wall

has collapsed.

Moldings: Projecting molding, .56 m high, and .12 m

projection, at bottom of rear and end walls.

Cordholders: Pairs of post-type cordholders high and low,

both sides of exterior doorway; 1.06 m to center of posts

from doorjambs. Lower cordholders .43 m above floor.

Central posts are .11 m square, adjacent holes .07 m wide

and .25 m deep.

Platforms: Low platforms, .22 m high and .78 m deep, in

front of doorways to both end rooms.

Other: Floor of room raised .76 m above floor between

doorjambs.

ROOM 2 (Lateral room, west side)

Length: 8.36 m.

Width: 1.87 m.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 1 = 1.52 m wide. Doorway to

rear room (Room 3) is 1.16 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 1 = 1.08 m thick.

Wall Openings: a)Window-like opening in south end wall, .38

m wide; bottom is at floor level. b)Window-like opening in

west wall, .72 m from south end wall. This opening .38 m

wide, 1.27 m to lintel from floor. c)Window-like opening in

west wall, .38 m wide, 1.28 m from north end wall. Details

same as b) above.

ROOM 3 (Rear room, west side)

Length: 3.14 m (approx.)

Width: 1.94 m.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 2 = 1.16 m wide.

Wall Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 2 = 1.43 m thick.

Platforms: Large, U-shaped bench, .51 m high, 1.01 m deep,

fills most of room.

ROOM 4 (East end room)

Length: 5.04 m.



Width: 1.92 m.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 1 = 1.48 m wide. Doorway to

Room 5 = 1.08 m wide.

Wall Thickness: a)Dividing wall to Room 1 = 1.11 m thick.

b)Dividing wall to Room 5 = .66 m thick.

Wall Openings: a)Window-like opening in south end wall, .31

m wide, 1.16 m high, b) Window-like opening in east end

wall, .80 m from south end wall. Opening is .37 m wide, 1.19

m high.

Other: Step up to Room 5 is .20 m high, .10 m projection.

ROOM 6

Length: 2.91 m.

Width: 2.21 m.

Wall Openings: Large niches in both end walls, .38 m above

floor, .81 m wide, .68 m high, .91 m deep.

ROOM 7

Length: 2.11 m.

Width: .99 m.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 6 = .90 m wide.

STRUCTURE 5, ACROPOLIS
r

INTERIOR DETAILS

ROOM 5 (Northeast corner room)

DIMENSIONS

Length: 4.81 m overall (east-west leg)

Width: 1.65 m (north leg). East-west leg only 1.27 m long.

WALLS

Height: 1.61 m; floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 4 = 1.08 m thick.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 4 = 1.08 m wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: Window -like opening in east wall, .25 m from

north wall. Opening is .27 m wide, .86 m high.

Platforms: None.

Other: Step up to rear rooms (Rooms 6 and 7) .10 m high,

.89 m deep.

VAULTS

Springline Offset: About .05 m.



Height: Unknown; only two courses of vault stones still in

place.

Form: Vault faces had straight sides.

Stonework: No data.

Capstones: Fallen; no data.

Crossbeams: No data; most of vault fallen.

OBSERVATIONS

Room 5 is an L-shaped room with long leg running east-

west.O



Paetlt Excavated Building on the Noeth Side op the South Couet.

Scale, 10 ft. = 1 inch.
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QUIRIGUA, Structure 5, Acropolis (after Maudslay, 1889-1902)
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QUIRIGUA, Structure 5, Acropolis.

QUIRIGUA, Structure 5, Acropolis (after recent excavation)
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QUIRIGUA, Structure 1B-5: Room 1, looking west
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ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: QUIRIGUA VS. COPAN

The extent to which the architecture at Quirigua is based on the

architecture at Copan is debatable. Morley (1935) believed that

Quirigua was "probably established as a colony from Copan" and

that this relationship was "strongly supported by the similarity

between the sculpture, architecture, and ceramic art of the two

cities". In contrast, staff members of the Quirigua Project from

the University Museum believe that Quirigua was a rival of Copan

and that "Quirigua' s great period (ca. A.D. 740-810) was one of

cultural independence from Copan. Its architecture and its

monument style are both derivative from local Quirigua models,

rather than Copan" (Jones and Sharer, 1980). Prior to A.D. 740

and after A.D. 810, however, influences from Copan do appear in
Q ; \\- i t-

the archaeological record at Copan, leading Jones and Sharer to

conclude that there actually was a Southeastern Maya architectural

(and monument) style shared by Quirigua and Copan, which was

interrupted during the great period of Cuaac Sky's rule at

Quirigua when Quirigua appears to have been on independent

political and mercantile power.

From my point of view, the real problem in comparing the

architecture at Quirigua with the architecture at Copan is that

there are very few standing buildings at either site and in most

cases, the upper facades and vaults of the buildings at both sites

are fallen and many basic diagnostic features which are

fundamental to any comparative stylistic analysis are missing.

Prominent among these missing features on the exterior are

medial and cornice moldings, upper wall zones, roofcombs, and on

the interior, vaults, crossbeams, capstones, and moldings. Lacking

these features in situ, we can only speculate about important

stylistic attributes, based on materials recovered from debris.

Here we are further handicapped by the fact that during the

early (1894-1919) excavations (Maudslay, Hewett, Morris, Morley)

detailed records were not kept and basic data in regard to roofs,

capstones, and vaulting were lost. In addition, the sculptured

stones and remnants of sculptured stucco forms used for facade

decoration were recovered in an uncontrolled fashion, then

scattered, or at best, placed in common piles. Thus, the recent

restoration of the buildings of the Acropolis by IDAEH was limited

to the lower wall zones, which are mostly plain, since there were

no reliable data available in regard to the original form and

detailed design of the vaults, moldings, upper facades, and

roofcombs, assuming there were any of the latter.

Given the above, those stylistic features do remain at

Quirigua and can be summarized as follows.



1) Base moldings, or basal platforms, have simple,

rectangular forms.

2) Lower walls are generally plain. The exception is

Structure 1B-2, which has long-nosed corner masks and other

sculptural forms in lower wall zone.

3) Doorjambs are exceptionally wide by normal Maya

standards (7 1/2 to 9 ft.) and had rectangular shapes and wooden

lintels (now fallen).

4) Doorjambs were consistently faced with well-cut blocks,

similar to those used for wall facings.

5) Exterior walls were exceptionally thick (7 ft. to 9 ft.)

with the exception of Structure 1B-2, where the front wall is only

4 1/2 ft. thick.

6) The stonework seen in the lower walls of buildings

appears to be of two different types. The first type consists of

walls faced with small blocks (6-8" high, 10-12" long), deeply

tailed into a rubble and earth hearting. The facing blocks were

generally made of rhyolite and/or marble. The second type

consists of walls faced with much larger blocks (9-10" high, 16-

26" long, 15" deep) both of sandstone (Structure 1B-1) and

rhyolite/marble (Structure 1B-5) also deeply tailed into a crude

rubble stone and earth hearting.

7) Data on medial and cornice moldings is lacking, except for

Structure 1B-1, which had single-member, rectangular medial and

cornice moldings with decorated faces (glyphs and geometric

forms).

8) All upper facades have fallen but based on materials

recovered from debris in early excavations, Structure 1B-1

appears to have carried elaborate cut-stone sculpture and

Structure 1B-5 carried stucco decoration (Morley, 1935) Recent

clearing operations carried out by the University Museum suggest

that Structures 1B-2, 1B-3, and 1B-4 also carried cut stone

sculptural decoration in their upper facades since 208 carved

stones were found in the debris from Structure 1B-2 and 62 from

the debris of Structures 1B-3 and 1B-4 (Sharer et al, 1979.)

9) Morley believed that Structure 1B-1 carried a high

roofcomb over its rear wall but there is no real data in support

of this belief. There is no data whatever in regard to the

presence or lack of roofcombs for the other buildings.

10) Raised floors, in both exterior and interior rooms, are

common, but many of these appear to be secondary additions.

11) Large benches are found in at least four buildings

(Structures 1B-2, 1B-3, 1B-4, 1B-5) and according to Morley (1935)

the benches with tunnels below (Structures 1B-2 and 1B-3) were

used in connection with "sweat baths".



12) Window-like openings (vent holes) through exterior walls

are fairly common, as are niches in walls. The latter vary

considerably in terms of size and location.

13) Almost no data is available in regard to cordholders

and/or rod sockets with the exception of the large, post-type

cordholders seen in Structure 1B-5.

14) Except for Structure 3B-3, where Morley (1935, fig. 38a)

found part of one corbelled vault still in place, there is almost no

data in regard to vaults (height, form, construction) or vault

details such as crossbeams (number and location), capstones, and

moldings below capstones or at springlines.

15) Data in regard to decorative features in the interiors of

buildings (walls, vaults, platforms) are confined to the sculptured

stone heads and hieroglyphic inscriptions in Structure 1B-1

reported by Morley (1935). Most of the heads were destroyed in a

fire at Quirigua Station in 1929 but 17 of the glyphs are still in

place (on face of raised floors in main rooms). None of the other

Acropolis buildings are known to have had any kind of interior

decorative forms.

The stylistic features of the buildings at Quirigua noted

above can best be compared with those of Structure 22 at Copan,

which show a number of similarities. These include; single-member,

rectangular base molding, very thick walls faced with ashlar-type

stonework with square to rectangular blocks laid in even courses,

interior fill or walls made of rubble stones mixed with mud rather

than mortar, very wide doorways with wooden lintels above, long-

nosed corner masks in lower wall zone, elaborate stone sculpture

in upper wall zone, and interiors with large benches, hieroglyphic

inscriptions on face of steps in doorways, window-like openings in

walls, and large cordholders. Important features found in

Structure 22 that are not found in buildings at Quirigua include

monster-masks around exterior doorways, three-dimensional

sculptures around interior doorways, and vaults with three-step

molding at springline. See Trik (1939:87-107) and Andrews (1991

M.S.) for further details of Structure 22 at Copan.

While some of the similarities noted above are general,

rather than specific, I believe it is reasonable to suggest that the

architecture and architectural style seen in the buildings of the

Acropolis at Quirigua might well be considered as a local variant

of a Southeast regional architectural style which is shared by

both Copan and Quirigua. Furthermore, the variant or sub-styles

seen at both Quirigua and Copan appear to be the result of

outside influences; from the Peten in the case of Quirigua and the

Rio Bec-Chenes regions in the case of Copan. Further



investigations at both sites should shed further light on the

Quirigua-Copan connection.
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STELAE AT QUIRIGUA
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QUIRIGUA, Main Plaza looking north
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QUIRIGUA, Stela J
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QUIRIGUA, Monument 24 (Altar of Zoomorph P (drawing by W.R. Coe)
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QUIRIGUA, Monument 23 (Altar of Zoomorph O). Drawing by W.R. Coe
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QUIRIGUA, Stela K. Inscriptions on north side
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QUIRIGUA, Stela A, west side
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QUIRIGUA, Stela C, front (south) side



QUIRIGUA, Stela C, front.
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QUIRIGUA, Stela C. Front (south) side.
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QUIRIGUA, Stela D: right (east) side QUIRIGUA, Stela D: detail of east side
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QUIRIGUA, Stela E
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QUIRIGUA, Stela E, rear



QUIRIGUA, Stela E: front side QUIRIGUA, Stela E: left (east) side



QUIRIGUA, Stela F



QUIRIGUA, Stela F: front (south) side
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QUIRIGUA; Stela H: back (west) side QUIRIGUA, Stela I: side view
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QUIRIGUA, Stela K, front (west) side QUIRIGUA, Stela K, right (south) side
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QUIRIGUA, Zoomorph B: front view

QUIRIGUA, Zoomorph B: side view



QUIRIGUA, Zoomorph G: side view
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QUIRIGUA, Altar of Zoomorph 0



QUIRIGUA, Zoomorph P and Altar

QUIRIGUA, Altar of Zoomorph P
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QUIRIGUA, Zoomorph P. a) left side, b) right side
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